FIXTURES FOR SINKS & WASHERS

PLUMBING FIXTURES FOR SEBASTIAN SINKS & WASHERS

OPTIONAL PREMIUM GRADE LAB FIXTURES BY WATER SAVER, POWERS, CHICAGO & OTHERS ARE ORDERED WITH SEBASTIAN PHOTO DARKROOM SINKS & WASHERS. LARGER ITEMS FIT UNDER THE SINK AT TIME OF INSTALLATION & SHOULD BE TESTED AT 100 PSI PRESSURE.

MODEL: TR-32W WATER COOLED WATER CHILLER
CHILLS 28 GALLONS PER HOUR AT 50°F BASED INCOMING WATER AT 80°F. TRANSFER OF HEAT IS FROM DOMESTIC COLD WATER TO DRAIN.

MODEL: ER-30 AIR COOLED WATER CHILLER
CHILLS 28 GALLONS PER HOUR AT 50°F BASED INCOMING WATER AT 80°F. TRANSFER OF HEAT IS TO AMBIENT ROOM AIR @ 1200 btu/hr

MODEL: E106XT-2BM MINI AUTOMATIC SILVER RECOVERY SYSTEM
AUTOMATICALLY PROCESSES 30 GAL. OF 24 HOURS FULLY AUTOMATICALLY. TWO TANKS HOLD TOGETHER HOLD 20 GAL. "SPENT-FIX." REPLACEABLE CARTRIDGES SEPARATE AND COLLECT SILVER FROM "SPENT-FIX" TO LESS THAN ONE PART PER MILLION.

MB2505 DILUTION/NEUTRALIZATION TANK
INCREASES pH TO NEUTRAL WHILE DILUTING CHEMICALS WITH WASH WATER. FILLED WITH LIMESTONE CHIPS. EASY TO CLEAN & RECHARGE

#73010 LEAKPROOF CARRY TOTE JUG
HIGH DENSITY JERRICAN IDEAL TO SAFELY CARRY "SPENT-FIX" TO A REMOTE SILVER RECOVERY SYSTEM.

FIVE-GALLON POLYETHYLENE "SPENT-FIX" TOTE JUG
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